Absimd -Power converters are commonly based on the Switched Mode techniques which use pulsewidth modulation to control the converters. Switching loss and switching noise restrict high frequency operation such as more than ZOOkHz Resonant converter is a solution of the above problem. The resonant converter enables switching devices to operate under zero-current or zern-voltage switching. The mnin disadvantage is that the parasitic effect is very diflicnlt to handle and the transistors may not work at zero-voltagelcnrrent switching through the whole range of operation. A family of switchedcapacitor circnits using two transistors is presented to overcome the above problems. This family only requires very small indnctor for resonance and therefore is suitable for hybridization. It has variable topologies, which provide differenl voltage conversion ratios. Each of the topology can he merged to produce multiple outputs easily that is very difiicult to perform when classical switched-mode or resonant converters are used. This paper investigates the feasibility of this circuit merger technique. Experimental and theoretical analyses are presented. Results confirmed that the converter operated under zerocurrent switching. The circuit is simple and multiple outputs can he obtained by simply connecting the switching capacitor states together. Experimental results have confumed that the converter can produce high conversion efliciency. This paper will present the donhle inverting, donhle stepup, and inverting and step-up circnits.
I. INTRODUCTION
Switched-mode technique is commonly used in power conversion.
Most power converters use pulse-width modulation (PWM) to control their output voltages. For traditional switched-mode Converters, because of the nonidealised characteristics of semiconductor devices, transistors suffer switching loss and switching noise when they are tumed on or off. It restricts high frequency operation of converters so that this type of converters is usually low in power density and large in size.
Resonant converters have been developed for solving this problem [I] . Soft-switching technique has advantages of low switching loss and switching noise so that they can operate in high frequency. Sizes of components for energy storage such as inductors and capacitors are small and hence, they enjoy small size and low weight. However, for some operation condition of the converters, resonant converters cannot achieve zero-voltage or zero-current switching such as under low power operation. This is example the phase-shifted DCDC converter [2] .
The size and weight of power converter circuits are mainly dependent on their magnetic components like inductors and transformers. Because inductor and transformers are usually wire-wounded on a magnetic cores or air-cores, reduction of converter size and weight has a certain limitation. Considering core loss, eddy current and proximity effect on the windings imposes difficulty of design of these converters.
To avoid the difficulties of magnetic components, some switched-capacitor converters have been proposed [3-51. Capacitors are then the only energy storage components. Fabrication of the converters in integrated circuit chips is possible. Drawbacks of this type of converters are that they need large number of switching devices for routing charging and discharging of switched-capacitors and hard-switching method are usually used in traditional switched-capacitor converters. Switching loss and switching noise make efficiency of the circuits to be low.
A family of single stage switched-capacitor resonant converters has been proposed in [5] . This type of converter has only 2 transistors and a very small inductor. All transistors are operated under zero-current switching in full range of power of operation. It provides high efficiency, low switching noise, small size and high power density. This paper is an extension of the research work of switched-capacitor resonant converters for reference [5] . A multiple output switched-capacitor zero-current switching resonant converter circuit is introduced. Design of this converter is based on merging the proposed single stage switched-capacitor resonant basic converters.
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U. THE SWITCHEDCAPACITOR RESONANT CONVERTER
FAMILY
Idealized waveforms of three basic converters are shown in Fig. 1 and their circuits are shown as Fig. 2 to Fig. 4. A.
Step-up circuit
The step-up circuit as shown in Fig 2 provides a voltage conversion ration of 2. In the circuit, two transistors are connected in a half-bridge module configuration. When one is on and the other are off and vice versa. They are usually has a mark-space ratio of 50%. Their principal function is to conduct the voltage from the source to the switched-capacitor C,.
C, is a large capacitor for smoothing the output voltage. The principle of operation is as follows: The capacitor C, is charged up when Q is switched on at t , , whereas Q , is off. The energy from source Vs is connected to the I, and C, through Q. b a n d C, resonate together. Because ofthe presence ofI,,thecurrent resonates from zero. The resonant current then increases to a peak and then decreases to zero at t in a resonant manner.
The current cannot reverse as the diode Q stops it from reversing. The equation of Q, is the same as the current in &, whereas the current in Q, is zero as shown below:
where Io is output current,f; is switching frequency, an% is the resonant frequency& = q n x with q = I <L.,C,J, Before the end of half a cycle at t ,, Q is switched off and it cannot he turned under zero-current switching. Q1 is then switched on at after half a cycle. C, is then discharged through Q to the output. With the presence of the current behaves in a resonant manner and hence it increases from zero and returns to zero at t again after it has reached a peak in a sinusoidal resonant manner. C; behaves as connected in series with the source, therefore a twice of the input voltage is charged to the output C, . When the current in I, reaches zero and stops as the diode D, does not allow any reverse conduction. T h e equations of the inductor current is the same As the current in Q I: The current in Q , is zero in this time period. Hence the equation can be shown to be:
As described above, the two transistors and diodes are all under zero-current switching during turning-on and off.
The spike current appears in the classical switchedcapacitor can therefore be eliminated.
B. Step-down converter
For a step-down circuit as shown in Fig 3, the position for the transistor and diodes are interchanged. The charging mechanism happened when Q, is switched on at tO and Q I is switched off. C, and C, are then connected in series. Similar to the previous converter, the resonance mechanism gives a zero-current switching on Q2 during turningon and off.
Q is to stop any conduction when the resonant current reaches zero at t,. Q2 can he turned off after the resonant current has reached zero.
At b, Q is turned on at zero-current. C, and C, are connected in parallel and supply power to the load. Again, all the transistors and diodes are under zero-current switching.. It can also be proved that the dc components of both C, and C, are 0.5Vs. Equations of the transistor currents in this period are: two circuits, multiple output circuit can be generated. The multiple output inverting and step-up circuit is shown in Fig. 
5.
To analyze the multiple output circuit, it may be divided into two parts, inverting unity mode and step-up unity mode circuits. As shown in Fig. 5 , inverting unity mode circuit is formed byI+,,C,.,D,,,D,,, G , a n d k , whereR,istheload of this part. Output 
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After the resonant current reaches zero, Q, can be turned off. Q can then turned on after half a cycle. C, is connected in parallel with C, and its positive pole is reversely connected to ground. As a result, the output voltage is inverted. The turn-off ofQ, is also in a resonant manner. The voltage impressed on transistors, diodes and capacitors are mainly a dc component and an ac resonant component. Usually the design is to ensure the ac components small so that the loss due to the resonant is negligible. Hence the voltage ratings of the components of these three converters can be approximated in Table I . 
From the basic double mode step-up circuit shown in Fig.  2 and inverting mode circuit shown in Fig. 4 , it may be found that transistors, Q and Q, are arranged as a half bridge. Because of their similar operation method and configuration of active switching devices, by merging these It can be seen that the new circuit retains the switching device stage, i.e. switching on and off in approximate 50% duty ratio altematively, and the operation is the same as the basic circuits mentioned as above. Each part of the circuits has its own resonant inductor I, (i.e. & in inverting unity mode part and & in step-up unity mode part) and resonant capacitor C, (is. C,, in inverting unity mode part and C,, in step-up unity mode circuit). Therefore, and Fig. 6 also shows that, when Q, is turned on, current through Q, is the sum of the current throughI+,and I,+ which is: f .
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In order to ensure zero-current switching of Q and Q, the period of resonant frequency is designed to be equal and Qb, Dcb and a capacitor C,, to achieve inverting half mode output. In fact, other combination can also he merged together to give a number of zero-current switching switched-capacitor circuits. The circuit shown in Fig 5 is the integration of the inverting and the double mode circuits that give two outputs of inverting and step-up voltage has been designed. The circuit has been prototyped and examined for its characteristics against its theoretical performance. The parameters and the specification of the circuit 'are respectively shown in Table II The efficiency ofthe converter has been measured and is shown in Fig. 11 . It can he seen that high efficiency of around 95% can be achieved for the power vanes between 
VI. CONCLUSION
Three basic switched-capacitor resonant converters, step-up double mode, step-down half mode, and inverting mode circuits, have been presented. Voltage conversion ratio of these circuits are 2, 1/2 and -1, respectively. Theoretical analysis and operation principle have been discussed. This family of circuits has the features of traditional switched-capacitor converters and resonant converters. From the equations ofthe circuits, it was shown that all circuits are under zero-current switching condition. Each circuit only requires one small inductor for obtaining the zero-current switching.
By simply combining the basic switched-capacitor resonant converter circuits, a multiple output inverting and step-up mode switched-capacitor resonant converter circuit has been designed. Output ports of this multiple output circuit have a common ground. Similar to the basic circuits, only two transistors are needed in the circuit. All transistors are under zero-current switching condition when operating in any power level. Equations of operation are the direct superposition of the original equations of the basic circuits. Operation of the converter is simple. Fixed 50% duty ratio for each transistor can he used, but the duty ratio is not critical. Resonant inductor is very small that it can be made f?om the PCB track or an air-core.
Simulation results, equations of operation, and experimental results of the multiple output circuit have been presented in this paper. From the experiment, it has been shown that high eficiency can be obtained.
